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Welcome remarks from the chairperson 

I acknowledged the presence of the media and emphasize the 

importance of their participation in the development of agriculture in 

South Sudan. I would like to update the congregation on SSAPU 

joining the Eastern African region. Eastern Africa involves ten 

regional states of Democratic Republic of Congo-DRC, Central African 

Republic-CAR, Ethiopia, Djibouti and South Sudan the newest member plus the five 

other East African states of Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda and Burundi.   I note 

that any successful state and its growth stem from togetherness, unity, peace and 

support from various partners and the farmers in general.  

Over the years SSAPU has registered a lot of successes including expansion to far 

counties with extension officers elected   by the active farmers on the ground. SSAPU 

occupies an office block at Juba Na Bari, Kololo road which acts as the administrative 

Secretariat. I also acknowledge the tremendous contribution by the agriculture Dutch 

farmer’s organization (AGRITTERA) that has been pivotal in capacity building and 

expansion. The main objectives on the table for SSAPU’s congregation are to lobby 

for: Direct Support for subsistence farmers to upgrade to commercialization by 

increasing on production quality and quantity. Enlightenment/trainings for farmer’s 

country wide on good farming/modern production as seen in neighboring regional 

counties especially East Africa. Funding from government in reference to the Maputo 

declaration of 10% budget allocation to agriculture to which South Sudan is a 

signatory. Elimination of conflicts among Pastoralists and crop farmers. Due to 

engagement in agriculture by the larger population various conflicts can be averted. 

Food security that will minimize importation of foods that have seen the economy 

affected by hard currency (USD).Total independence and sovereignty economically 

and politically by the fact that we can feed our citizens and population. To acquire a 

permanent seat in East Africa and African Union (AU) for Farmers representation. 

Market share globally that will enable South Sudan to export Agricultural products 

i.e. White Sesame, Sorghum, Gum Arabic, etc. To gain a local market share through 

protectionism policies for local farmers. A non-voting civil society representative in 

parliament to represent the farmers concerns in the Legislative assembly. Subsidies 
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and incentives to enable importation of modern latest irrigation technology from 

Israel. Representation of South Sudan on the international fora armed with realistic 

agricultural facts. South Sudan to specialize for example on Gum Arabic as a single 

cash crop as is for Tea in Kenya, Coffee in Uganda, Sisal in Tanzania…such a 

strategy that will offer competitiveness. However other crops like honey, lulu seeds 

products, sunflower, white sesame, coffee, tea, maize, flowers too have to go hand in 

hand. Value addition in all products. Creation of farms that are research centers with 

vital information whereby meetings, gatherings, workshops would rather be held on 

farms. In conclusion one admits the existence of barriers like unstable weather 

conditions due to lack of a meteorological center for weather forecasts so as to guide 

the farmers on the seasons of planting and harvest. Inaccessibility to timely markets 

and poor roads. Insufficient and unaffordable pest sides and seeds. Lack of storage is 

a challenge to individual homesteads and finally I encourage the Farmers that 

nevertheless all efforts must not be spared to overcome the challenges they face. I 

reaffirmed that through SSAPU; the private sector in agricultural production is 

already vibrant and will not rest until the spirit of self-reliance is achieved. 

 

 

Mr.  NDOLE NDOROMO 

CHAIRMAN  

SSAPU  
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Introduction 

A two day workshop was held as the “First National Policy and Advocacy” at Aaron 

International Hotel - Juba, South Sudan on December 10th& 11th 2015. This follows 

the consultative meetings held in the SSAPU membership counties: In Magwi 

County in December 07th 2015, Yei County in Dec. 7th and 8th 2015 respectively, in 

Maridi, Juba-rural Counties in Dec. 9th 2015 concurrently.  

 

The advocacy and lobby workshop started at 09: 52am opening prayers and welcome 

remarks followed by a read through the two day’s agenda. All guests present were 

recognized by the chairperson - board of SSAPU. 

 

There was a called for self-introductions in which all participants introduced 

themselves. It was also noted that only three counties out of five were represented in 

the workshop: Juba, Kajo-Keji and Magwi meanwhile Yei and Maridi were 

regrettably unable to get their teams to Juba due to heavy rains that cut off the main 

route to Juba and insecurity in Maridi WES State. 
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Background 

“S. Sudan finance minister tables’ $4 billion budget before parliament in July 2, 2014. 

The government’s biggest expenditure is in the salaries of employees, including the 

army and other organized forces, government biggest expenditure at (11.278 billion 

SSP), about $4 billion. It is a significant reduction in spending compared to 2012 – 

2013 budgets stood at 17.3 billion SSP as a result of the significant drop in oil 

production in Unity and Upper Nile states. 

Oil revenue contributes 8.891 billion SSP, while non-oil revenue accounts for 2.650 

billion SSP, with 436 million SSP received through donations and loans from the 

World Bank. 

Government budget expenditure 2014 – 2015  

S/N Sector Allocation Percentage 

1 Salaries of government employees 

(Soldiers serving in the national 

army (SPLA) and other organized 

forces. 

4.378 billion SSP  39%  

2 Security sector 3.13 SSP  35%  

3 Fire, police and prison services has 

been separately allocated  

1.573 billion SSP  

4 Education  622 million SSP   

5 Health  451 million SSP 

(government 397 

million + 54 million 

World Bank). 

 

6 Infrastructure. 393 million SSP,  

(158 million 

government revenues 

+ 235 million 

development 

partners) 

 

7 Support to key priority roads 

(Kapoeta – Narus, Juba-Nadapal 

90 million SSP  

(48 million World 
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road.) Bank + 42 million 

government)  

8 Juba airport  

 

150 million SSP, 

supported with a loan 

from China. 

 

9 Natural resources and rural 

development 

363 million SSP  

10 Public administration  822 million SSP  

11 Humanitarian 110 million SSP.   

12 Debts 6.590 million SSP  

 

He has criticized what he described as financial indiscipline, calling on MPs to 

intervene by enacting appropriate anti-graft bills. Parliament after deliberating on 

the budget, which is expected to be passed within three weeks by then still support 

to agriculture or natural resources remain insignificant at or below 0.1% of the 

overall annual budget.”1 

 

The South Sudan Agricultural Producers Union (SSAPU) was founded in Juba in 

2010 by a group of farmers with shared concerns. It is legally registered as a business 

entity with the Ministry of Legal Affairs and Constitutional Development and the 

Chamber of Commerce. The founding members are from all the ten states of the 

Republic of South Sudan, although the majority of the members are from the three 

states of Eastern, Central and Western Equatoria (the Green Belt zone). 

 

Farmers are facing various challenges including inputs to agriculture: technical knowhow, 

lack of funding, quality seeds, machineries, access to roads, land policy &clearance, markets 

and output including subsistent farming produce, lack of data and networking.  

 

There was a need to convene a lobby and advocacy meetings in all five counties with all 

SSAPU farmers to ensure that their voices are crystallized and heard by institutions 

concerned   

                                                           
1 http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article51551 
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Objectives 

The overall objective of the workshop was to strengthen SSAPU member farmers to 

ensure that they engage effectively in agriculture policy processes in South Sudan 

and to bring together government: including the Ministry of Agriculture, 

Agricultural Bank of South Sudan and other stakeholders to know themselves and to 

develop a strategy to participate in policy making and increasing funding to 

agriculture.  

 

Consultations meetings in five counties: 

The consultations coordinated and conducted by the SSAPU national outreach 

coordinator and other SSAPU’s Board members, which entail spending one day in 

each county. It is important to note that at least 50% of member who participated in 

the consultations were female farmers from the counties. 

 

The program started with the visits to the county with the visit of Pastor Jimmy Kato 

a SSAPU Board member in Sunday evening Dec. 6th2015.The first lobbying activity 

was carried out by mobilizing the farmers through a local F.M Radio station (Voice 

of freedom). It was attended by twenty two farmer group representatives among 

them were four ladies and eighteen men. 

 

SSAPU’s vision was explained as to see food security self reliant South Sudanese 

communities. That means self-support, instead of waiting for support. It was noted 

that a lot of support was given to Magwi counties by different NGOs but the country 

still remain in need the reason why farmers need to develop their own mechanism of 

self support. 

 

There was a talk show which lasted for one hour and a half discussing issues 

included: Lack of support to farmers, multiple taxes, lack of access to loans, 

infrastructure (roads and store facilities), lack of tractors services and machinery for 

land clearing, conflict between farmers and Agro-pastoralist and lack of improved 

seeds. 
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The farmers meeting also discussed important issues: Maputo declaration on 

allocation of 10% of the national budgets to Agriculture sector, multiple taxes, lack of 

access to credit, improved seeds and tractors or Oxen plow.  

SSAPU’s two levels of operation were explained to the farmers as 1).Grass root level 

which will handle farmer’s mobilization and awareness, training, linkages, 

information sharing and much other relevant necessary information and 2).Lobbying 

and advocacy under which this meeting falls. 

 

Magwi farmers were invited to attend a lobby and advocacy workshop in Juba from 

the Dec. 10th-11th2015 which was meant for addressing challenges faced by farmers 

and to emphasized need to speak with one voice. However, the county lobbying visit 

was a plenary discussion and the members appreciated the Union for the vision and 

the visit to the county desired a continued process to visit the farmers and encourage 

them in their struggles with the challenges that come across them. 

 

National Policy Workshop 

The objective of the workshop was to develop a policy plan and strategy for SSAPU 

to lobby for government funding to agriculture. The workshop participants included 

SSAPU board, executive members, representatives from counties, representatives 

from the Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry in charge of Co-operatives, Ministry of 

Finance, and the National Parliament.  

 

Day One 

 

Opening remarks by the Ministry of Agriculture 

1. There is greater need than before to intensity collaboration and partnership 

with the NGOs, government, other unions, Associations and organizations 

both local and international.  

2. SSAPU and other partners should lobby for agricultural development to 

commit themselves without deviating to the cause of the farmers. 
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3. Acknowledged the high need for human capital that is key to technological 

advancement in agriculture of South Sudan. 

4. Farmer’s needs that can bring about lasting success in this struggle must be 

addressed. 

5. Other government ministries and departments to give agricultural activities 

support and recognition. 

6. Need to vow also to fight and lobby further for agriculture to take a lion’s 

share in the budget allocation currently security, education, health, are top 

priority for the  national budget, but this must not  discourage SSAPU’s efforts 

in lobbying  for agricultural self-reliance,  he noted.  

7. He conclusively recognized that agriculture is not developed in South Sudan 

in comparison to other countries because of various challenges but mostly; 

over reliance on neighbors for food especially Uganda, poor infrastructure - 

roads from green belts of South Sudan, changing rain patterns, general 

population ignorance i.e., high illiteracy levels of the citizens, lack of 

organized model farms, Youths abandoning agriculture to the elderly rural, 

high rural urban migration. 

 

i. Validation of SSAPU’s consultative meetings 

 

One hundred farmers with a Vision of ensuring food security, prosperous and self-

reliant South Sudan communities, came together in 2010 and agreed to form a 

uniting body. In 17th Feb. 2011 SSAPU came into formal existence and currently it 

has coverage of membership in  Central, Eastern and Western Equatorial, Malakal, 

Renk and Rumbek states respectively and the list is still growing. 

 

SSAPU set out with direct objectives of fighting poverty through commercial 

farming, building the capacity of famers to produce enough crops, vegetables and 

livestock, to introduce modern technology for agro-business farming, to lobby, 

advocate and socially dialogue for the needs of famers, Organization and 

mobilization of farmers. 
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Its mission to date is to voice, lobby, dialogue and advocate for SSAPU members and 

build their capacity. Its Core Values have flourished upon transparency, equality, 

equity, Servant hood, good Governance, hard work, honesty, accountability and at 

most strictly nonpolitical. 

 

MEMBERSHIP to SSAPU 

S/N Type of Members Fees in SSP 

1 Individual 75 

2 Cooperatives 100 

3 Association 150 

4 Company 200 

5 Group 100 

 

BELOW: - Map of South Sudan with highlight of areas covered by SSAPU. 

 

 

Currently SSAPU members are involved in horticulture, livestock, poultry, cereals, 

bee keeping, and Agroforestry.  
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SSAPU works in collaboration with the National and State government, is a member 

of Eastern African Farmers Federation, in partnership with IFC World Bank group.  

 

ii. Budget-making process in South Sudan by a representative from the 

Ministry of Finance. The objective of this presentation is for SSAPU to 

understand how/when to intervene in the budget-making process in South 

Sudan. 

 

On national budget policy making process the legislature informed participants 

that the Minister of Finance and Economic planning is instructed 

by H.E the President of the  Republic of South Sudan  to  launch  

annual  Budget  Preparation  Notices  to  all Government 

spending agencies at all levels of Government. Then 

government spending agencies such as the ministry of 

agriculture are directed to prepare proposals which are 

discussed in the executive clusters with technical support of 

undersecretaries with guidance from the MOFEP and by the 

Ministry of Labor and Public Service throughout the process.  
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Proposals by MoAF

discussed in the 
executive clusters with 

technical support of 
undersecretaries with 

guidance from the 
MOFEP & LPS

Consolidated  budgets  of  
all  spending  agencies  are  
then discussed amended  

and  approved  by the  
National  Council  of 

ministers

Donor budget support 
or bi-lateral Grant 

Agreements comes in 
budget

A draft budget is then 
tabled in the NLA

Budget speech by the 
minister of finance.

The result is abudget 
booklet and an 

appropriation bill.

Budget presentation is 
important where for the public 

is urged to attend.

The draft budget is submitted 
to second, third and fourth 

and final reading stages.

the budget is submitted to 
the office of the Minister of 
parliamentary affairs then 

to president

Budget Making Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consolidated  budgets  of  all  spending  agencies  are  then 

discussed, amended  and  approved  by the  National  Council  

of ministers  using the budget ceiling system, as annual draft 

budget. Also donor budget support or bi-lateral Grant 

Agreements usually supplements budgets of some spending 

agencies, including the MOA.  
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A draft budget is then tabled in the NLA followed by a budget 

speech by the minister of finance. The result is a budget booklet 

and an appropriation bill. Budget presentation is important where 

for the public is urged to attend. The draft budget is submitted to 

second, third and fourth and final reading stages. During the 

second and the third reading stages, public hearings are held 

by standing specialized Committees, and the public at large 

are invited to present views and lobby for desirable 

changes/amendment(s).  

Once budget is passed at fourth reading stage by the NLA, the 

budget is submitted to the office of the Minister of parliamentary 

affairs who then forwards the budget to the office of the 

president for signature. 

However, he acknowledged challenges in the annual budget policy 

making process including absence of legal framework(s) for 

budget processes; top — bottom budget preparation approach. 

 

Agricultural budget is hardly 1% of the national budget though 

ideal supposed to be8% to 10%. And the lack of crop targeting for 

high value/income on the side of the farmers,iinadequate food 

hygiene/quality assurance, inadequate  and  unreliable  data  

for  planning,  especially on  soil types, climatology, 

meteorology, pests and diseases etc. are but some of the 

challenges.  

 

Human capital and production capacity on the land of South Sudan are the 

agriculture assets that have to be invested in to realize agricultural reforms and 

transformation for growth and development. He concluded. 

 

iii. Policy-making process in South Sudan by a representative from the 

Ministry of Agriculture or the National Parliament (Hon. Pascal Bandindi). 
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The presenter explained the process in detail, highlighting the specific 

entry points for farmer organizations and the role that farmer organizations 

are expected to play. 

 

The Agriculture sector in the Republic of South Sudan is the 

backbone of the economy because about 83 - 85% of the Country's 

population depends on cultivation of crops, rearing of cattle and 

fishing for their livelihood.  

At the moment the huge potentials in the agricultural sector remain 

untapped due to limited investment to reform and transform the 

sector from current subsistence level to full-fledged modern 

commercial agriculture sector. This will be realized only when 

abundant agro - raw produce shall be processed, marketed and 

consumed domestically and externally.  Furthermore, the 

agricultural sector as the backbone of our economy shall thereafter 

contribute significantly to growth and development in the Country.  

He made general remarks on Subsistence, Commercial, Rain – fed, 

Irrigated, Hydroponics, Agricultural research/trails farms, Specialized 

farms for livestock rearing, fish farming /Aquaculture etc. Farming 

/Agriculture  

He mentioned that among others, below are the critical/essential areas for 

consideration in government budget  

policy in agricultural sector he outlined:-  

 Establishment and consolidation of sustainable and efficient 

Agricultural institutions in the Country.  

 Operating challenges and provisions for Agricultural sector.  

 Capital Resources/investment for the Agricultural sector. 

 Specialized Agricultural and cooperative Banks. 

 Physical infrastructure development; roads, storage, irrigation 

systems etc.  
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 Conservation/protection of natural Resources/forests, bio- 

biodiversity in wetlands and Rivers/streams.  

 Policy Development and legislation process with aim to 

reform and transform the Agricultural sector.  

 Supervision/inspection and guidance and Agrico 

Services/Training.  

 Preferential treatment e.g. Letters of Credits, Low taxes, 

subsidies on fuels. 

 To mention but a few. 

 

Day Two 

Day two focused on developing a policy plan and strategy for SSAPU. The 

participants will be for the SSAPU team (management and leadership). The team 

would review the presentations from the first day and then prepare a policy strategy 

to be approved by the SSAPU Board. 

 

iv. Role of farmer organizations in the policymaking process from another 

country from Eastern Africa. This presentation is expected to serve as a case 

study for learning and sharing. 

 

Policy meetings with government officials 

SSAPU planned for and executed two policy meetings aiming at present their 

priorities and proposals to policy-makers in South Sudan. The participants 

contributed vigorously in the discussions and the two days seemed very few to 

exhaust all details. SSAPU appreciated the efforts put together by all participants 

and promised to organize a follow up workshop to cover the remaining and missed 

issues in 2016. It also appreciates the support of the board members and partners 

especially AGRITERRA, EAFF, GOSS, and many others towards the success of this 

workshop and SSAPU activities too.  
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Presentations by the select speakers 

(Hon. Paul Jumi - NLA) He appreciated SSAPU’s vigilance and promised support 

by lobbying for the needs of farmers in the national legislative assembly. He noted 

that the government has infrastructure and energy on top of its agenda. South Sudan 

is blessed with fresh water bodies and noted that only through secured condition it 

will enable farmers to establish ranches for cows and farm lands citing that politics of 

the country have a negative impacts on agricultural performance. 

 

(Mr. Henk Pot - Agriterra)He comparatively noted that unlike in South Sudan, in the 

Netherlands agriculture is the most developed economic activity. He called on 

SSAPU to prioritize agriculture needs and provide the details to the MOA then push 

for implementation(s). 

 

(Mr. RUAL MAKUEY – Agricultural Bank of South Sudan) He Assured farmers 

that the Agriculture Bank of South Sudan(ABSS) will offer soft loans to farmers 

under an umbrella like SSAPU. He however emphasized 5cs as conditions: 1). 

Character of individual applicant(s). 2). Collateral of the farmers. 3). Capital. 4). 

Conditions - surrounding the area of operation, how conducive, violent/ insecure. 

and 5). Capacity to implement, how knowledgeable, experience. 

Once one fulfills all the above 5cs, a short term loan can be given to cater for seeds, 

fertilizers fuels, etc. the medium term loan covers machinery like tractors feeds, 

pumps, etc and takes 2-5 years to repay back. All one needs to do is to raise 10% of 

the total cost and 90% is offered by the bank. He noted the biggest risk assessed 

being failure to recover the loans given to farmers, poor or no roads in some areas, 

energy problem.  

He acknowledged that truly agriculture bank is operating within the law although 

it’s not formally registered as a financial institution.  He also offered 20% stake in the 

agriculture bank shares to SSAPU and its members.  

In his concluding remarks he emphasized the fact that South Sudan farmers unions 

and associations must diversify to other crops like Gum Arabic, White Sesame, Lulu 

seeds products of which are available in South Sudan in plenty. He revealed that 
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incase farmers produce commercially in abundance the agriculture bank will buy off 

the surplus and export it for better returns. 

 

Experience from the neighboring countries 

(Pastor Jimmy Kato – SSAPU), Presenting on the experience from the neighboring 

countries, Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, on budget making process. He noted that in 

Uganda, savings and community credit organizations (SACCOs) are exempted from 

taxation so as to enable farming input and output participants access quick credit 

and savings services cheaply. Those dealing in agricultural products – farm 

equipments, pesticides, veterinary services are given incentives like tax holidays and 

exemptions. This is uniform in the rest of Eastern African states. Various 

programmes like NAADS, that have seen restocking of livestock and introduction of 

improved resistant breeds turn agriculture into a success in the East Africa. 

 

He called upon South Sudan farmers organizations to unite and have one voice front 

critical issues towards the growth and development of Agriculture. In his concluding 

remark called for streamlining of the taxation policies to stop multiple taxations 

because the effect is extended to the ordinary citizens. 

 

(Penina Jotaba) Dedicated the success of the two day workshop to the trust and 

support of SSAPU’s board, members and partners especially AGRITERRA. She 

appreciated the selflessness mobilizers and the guests that over their tight schedules 

endeavored to spare time to attend the workshop. She uploaded the tremendous 

achievements in the other counties covered by SSAPU. Re-emphasized the need for 

unity among farmers and urged farmers to unite at the grassroots and share 

resources and markets and lobby for fair taxation policies, collective pricing of the 

farm products. She called upon government to support farmers through SSAPU. 

Also called on youths for a strategy to get themselves directly involve in agriculture 

to for self employment. She also called on (ABSS) to relax on the terms and 

conditions for acquiring a loan by the farmers especially on the 500Feddanminimum 

farm land size per an individual farmer.  
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(Omal Macel B) Speaking on behalf of Magwi and Kajo Keji counties, their farmers 

share challenges including: Delayed delivery of seeds hence untimely planting is 

done, expensive seeds and pesticides, multiple taxation by security along the routes 

to the markets and in the markets by especially the Criminal Investigation 

Department (CID) officers, lack of tractor hire services, need for loans and other 

financial assistances especially for tractors, individual home storage, access to roads 

and ploughs. 

 

(Poni Rose Lou)Requested the various banks with intent of serving farmers to 

extend and spread out their services and branches to upcountry areas. 

 

(OUKUNI PAUL –SSBF), He identified key areas to focus the energy and resources 

including: Processing, marketing and value chain must be prioritized. Form 

agriculture farming zones. Value addition is vital, creation of trademarks; evaluate 

the choice of farm-needs, taxation policy streamlining is a must its killing 

investments, incentives and subsidizes must be availed, emphasis on resources from 

diverse resources other than focusing on government only. 
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Resolution 

Dec. 11th 2015 

 

SSAPU was founded out of knowledge that the organizational and institutional forms and practices that 

give shape to society are not capable of changing society economically through agriculture.  

SSAPU targets agricultural change and transformation. The purpose is to provide organizational 

development services to farmers and groups in their capacities to become more productive and 

effective in the agricultural economical sector. 

 

The organization saw that it deemed necessary to conduct a workshop to carry a lobbying activity 

which was held in Dec. 10th – 11th 2015, which brought together representative of local farmers from five 

counties (Yei, Kajo Keji, Magwi, Meridi and Juba Rural), representative of the National Ministry of 

Agriculture & Forestry, representatives of the Embassy of Netherland, representative of Agrittera, 

representative of the National parliament and representatives of various media houses. The objective of 

the workshop was to voice out farmers challenges and it resolved to in order to increase agricultural 

input and output. 

 

Cognizant that agriculture is the backbone of our economy and that between 85% - 95% of the citizen 

profess agriculture for livelihood. 

 

Reminded, that currently Oil and its revenue is unsustainable especially with the fall of Oil price in the 

International Markets. 

 

Committed to the fact that agriculture is the way forward to emancipate with the country from the 

cycle of poverty and hunger which put many nationals stay under a one dollar a day. 

 

Therefore, the farmers resolved to the following: 

 

We urge the national government to support farmers through allocation of at least 10% of its national 

budget to agriculture to increase inputs and agricultural outputs. 

 

We urge the national ministry of finance and economic planning to harmonies multiple taxations on 

agricultural produce and wave out taxes from locally produced produce. 

 

We urge the government to urge financial institutions to develop soft lending policies to avail access to 

capital funds to local farmers. 

 

We also urge the ministry of finance to avail SSAPU with an opportunity to sit at the nation parliament 

during discussion and allocation of budgets for agriculture. 
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We urge the government to develop clear policies to separate agricultural from residential lands and 

limit the expansion of towns at the expense agriculture.  

 

Furthermore, we urge the government to improve feeder and main roads form production areas to the 

markets. 

We also urge EAFF for continued support to enable  

 

Finally we also urge EAFF to continue support to SSAPU to engage farmers in the counties in budget 

making processes at the grassroots and train them in the FACT Tools. 
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S/N Name Institution Tel numbers 

1 RUAL MAKEUEY   

2 LEWI A.MURSALE   

3 AMBROSE LOUM   

4 MARK VAN TRIGT   

5 SCOPAS GONYI   

6 JOSEPH MODI   

7 UKUNI PAUL   

8 TOM JADA TIMON   

9 TIMON WANI   

10 PONI ROSE LOU   

11 BENAYI BULLE. L   

12 MODI JULIUS LIPO   

13 OMAL MARCEL B.   

14 OCHOLA GEORGE   

15 JOTABA PENINAH   

16 JOHN LODU PALONARK   

17 PS. JIMMY KATO   

18 ISAAC LADO   

19 HON. PASCAL B.   

20 NDOLE NDOROMO   

21 PAUL JUMI   

22 CHARLES NYANGUTE   

Participant’s list  
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